Vibrational shifts of OCS in mixed clusters of parahydrogen and helium.
We present a detailed theoretical study of the solvation structure and solvent induced vibrational shifts for an OCS molecule embedded in pure parahydrogen clusters and in mixed parahydrogen/helium clusters. The use of two recent OCS-(parahydrogen) and OCS-helium ab initio potential energy surfaces having explicit dependence on the asymmetric stretch of the OCS molecule allows calculation of the frequency shift of the OCS nu(3) vibration as a function of the cluster size and composition. We present results for clusters containing up to a full first solvation shell of parahydrogen (N=17 molecules), and up to M=128-N helium atoms. Due to the greater interaction strength of parahydrogen than helium with OCS, in the mixed clusters the parahydrogen molecules always displace He atoms in the first solvation shell around OCS and form multiple axial rings as in the pure parahydrogen clusters. In the pure clusters, the chemical potential of parahydrogen shows several magic numbers (N=8,11,14) that reflect an enhanced stability of axial rings containing one less molecule than required for complete filling at N=17. Only the N=14 magic number survives in the mixed clusters, as a result of different filling orders of the rings and greater delocalization of both components. The OCS vibration shows a redshift in both pure and mixed clusters, with N-dependent values that are in good agreement with the available experimental data. The dependence of the frequency shift on the cluster size and its composition is analyzed in terms of the parahydrogen and helium density distributions around the OCS molecule as a function of N and M. The frequency shift is found to be strongly dependent on the detailed distribution of the parahydrogen molecules in the pure parahydrogen clusters, and to be larger but show a smoother dependence on N in the presence of additional helium, consistent with the more delocalized nature of the mixed clusters.